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Mother, how often have you and father watched TV together?
Unravel observed scores at 3 different levels:
1 Family effect
i.e., Group effect
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Mother, how often have you and father watched TV together?
Unravel observed scores at 3 different levels:
2 Individual level
Actor effect
i.e., Cross-relational consistency of the rater
Partner effect
i.e., Cross-relational consistency about person being rated
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Mother, how often have you and father watched TV together?
Unravel observed scores at 3 different levels:
3 Dyadic level:
Relationship effects
i.e., Unique adaptation of one person towards another,
controlled for both actor and partner effects
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis
SRM components are typically specified as latent variables in a CFA.
Figure: Boxes represent observed dyadic measurements, circles latent variables. Parameters that are fixed are
indicated by ‘1’, free parameters by an asterisk. Every indicator is connected with the corresponding latent variable
by a single headed arrow. Double headed arrows represent reciprocities.
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Each dyadic measure is constituted by a linear combination:
Xijk = µk + αik + βjk + γijk + ijk
µ = family effect
αi = actor effect
βj = partner effect
γij = = relationship effect
ijk = measurement error
i = role of the rater
j = role of the person being
rated
k = family ID
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Mother rating father:
Xmfk = µk + αmk + βfk + γmfk + mfk
Father rating mother:
Xfmk = µk + αfk + βmk + γfmk + fmk
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Remarks
Directed SRM
Score contains individual participant’s subjective
perspective
BUT Co-activity is a purely dyadic construct
Expect same score both members
⇒ Not useful to look at actor and partner effects
Solution?
Purely Dyadic SRM
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Co-Activity Study:
Stage 1: on line questionnaire
= Directed score
Stage 2: Home visit:
Reach a consensus
How much have they really watched TV together?
= Purely dyadic score
⇒ New model:
Purely Dyadic SRM
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Purely Dyadic SRM
Boxes represent observed dyadic measurements, circles latent variables. Parameters that are fixed are indicated by
‘1’, free parameters by an asterisk. Every indicator is connected with the corresponding latent variables by an arrow.
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Xijk = νk + θik + θjk + κijk + ijk
νk = family effect
θi = individual effect
κij = relationship effect
ijk = measurement error
i = role of the first person in the dyad
j = role of the second person in the dyad
k = family ID
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Consensus Score:
Xmfk = νk + θmk + θfk + κmfk + mfk
Xfmk = νk + θmk + θfk + κmfk + mfk
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Important components at all three levels
Family culture important in explaining how often dyads
watch TV together
Mothers consistently watch more TV with all others
TV watching behavior is relation specific
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Similar results directed and consensus scores?
Same questions asked in both settings
Compare both data sets
Naive approach:
Average directed scores for each dyad
⇒ Data structure similar to consensus data
Results:
No consensus between both models in 6 out of 22
components
⇒ Etiology difference?
Compute difference scores (naive data− consensus data)
Fit purely dyadic SRM on difference scores
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Results:
All three levels of analyses are important
In general, over report how much they actually watched TV
Within generations they under report how much they
watched TV together
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In a nutshell:
Purely Dyadic SRM
Highly advisable for purely dyadic constructs
Traditional (directed) SRM
Not appropriate
Different results
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Constraints on directed model:
Consensus score
⇒ I.X
A.X = P.X = AP.X
⇒ Rel.XY = Rel.YX
⇒ No generalized reciprocities
Lara Stas The Social Relations Model
